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INTRODUCTION 

first known investigation into ropes for mountaineering 
purposes is published in the ALPINE JOURNAL, Vol. I, dated 
1864 commencing at p. 321. A special committee had been set 

up and their findings were recorded. Quoting from their terms of 
reference as they interpreted them, they state :-

' . . . we had only to determine what is the strongest kind of 
rope which is light enough to be carried about.' 

' The alpine traveller's rope, if tried at all, will have to resist a 
sudden jerk, which may be a very violent one.' 

. 

They commenced with the criterion of a I2 stone man falling 5 ft. 
and reported that no plaited rope would stand this strain, and only four 
types of ropes would take it. Increasing the required loading to that 
of: · 

a I 2 stone man falling I o ft. or 
a 14 stone man falling 8 ft. 

• 

the number of types of rope was reduced to three, 
would bear the weight of a 14 stone man falling Io ft. 

The three ropes selected were :-

I. Manila Hemp, weight of 20 yds., 44 ozs. 
(i.e. 4.6o lb. to 100 lin. ft.) 

2. Italian Hemp, weight of 20 yds., 43 ozs. 
(i.e. 4.50 lb. to 100 lin. ft.) 

3. Flax, weight 20 yds.-, 44 ozs. 
(i.e. 4.6o lb. to Ioo lin. ft.) 

norie of which 

All three of these ropes, composed respectively of manila, Italian 
hemp, and flax, were manufactured by Messrs. Buckingham & Sons, 
who have since become Messrs. Arthur Beale Ltd., and were identified 
by means of the well-known red thread in each of the three strands. 

They published some relative advantages and disadvantages in these 
three types of rope, decided that waterproofing was injurious to hemp or 
flax and gave their warning that knots were a source of weakness and 
particularly condemned the ' openhanded ' knot. 

The next technical reference to ropes, as contained in the annals of 
the Alpine Club, appeared in the ALPINE JOURNAL, Vol. I 6, of I 893, 
under the heading of ' Equipment for Mountaineers ' and was pub-
lished under the names of a strong committee consisting of C. T. Dent, 
W. M. Conway, and J. H. Wicks. 
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This team recommended that rope should be carefully examined 
from time to time to see if it shows signs of wear and advised members 
to purchase their ropes of Messrs. John Buckingham. They quoted 
the results of seven tests of rope by this maker breaking at just about a 
ton for two types of ropes, one type weighing just over and the other 
just under 5 pounds per ·roo ft. They also published figures based on 
two tests in each case of various joining knots and loops and obtained 
the usual efficiencies of about ~ .. to i rds of the strength of the unknotted 
rope. .. 

rfhey also brought up the point of tying knots with the lay but were 
sufficiently charitable to state that :-

' With guides and amateurs alike, it is usually a matter of chan·ce 
whether the knot is tied with or against the lay.' 

The next reference to ropes is found in the ALPINE JOURNAL of 
November 193 I, when samples of Frost's ropes weighing 4.63 lb. per 
hundred ft. and of Beale's rope weighing 5.61 lb. per hundred ft. 
were tested with results of about 2, roo and 2,250 lb. which work out at 
roughly 450 and 400 lb. per pound weight of rope per 100 linear feet 
with extensions of approximately 9 and I 5! per cent. respectively. 
Tpe makers of these ropes expressed surprise at the low results ob
tained and this, it seems, may have been caused by the slow rate of 
loading which apparently varied between r o and I 5 minutes. Further 
comment was voiced on these tests in the following ALPINE JouRNAL 
of May 1932, wherein attention was drawn to the fact that few rope 
makers knew what sort of ropes were suited to the exigencies of climbing 
and that climbers in turn were unable to lay before manufacturers their 
needs and to define their requirements. 

• 
Commenting on these reports. In that of r864, there is no explana-

tion as to the length of rope operating in sustaining :-

a 12 stone man falling 10 ft. or 
a 14 stone man falling 8 ft. 

Also no information is given on such important points of detail as 
to whether the rope was rigidly fixed at its point of support or what 
sort of form the substitute for the 12 or 14 stone man took. When 
discussing knots they state :-

' These ropes, which we state will resist the strain of 14 stone 
falling eight feet, will not resist it if there is a knot in any of them ; . 
or even if the knots used in attaching them to the point of support, 
or to the weights, be roughly or carelessly made.' 

(The italics are not in the original) . 
. 

One is therefore led to believe that weights of cast iron or other 
such rigid material were used. These would not be representative of the 
weight of a human body, being much more severe on the rope. This 

• 
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fact is now well recognised as is evidenced by the existence of a specially 
made dummy man, weighing I4 stone, used for testing ' Safety Belts 
and Harness. ' and illustrated on p. I 8 of British Standard I 3 97 of I 94 7. 

The ropes th~t were selected as :-
' The strongest kind of rope which is light enough to be carried 

about,' 

were on the light side being under five pounds per hundred lineal feet 
and, so far as one can judge, were about or at least very nearly as strong 
as similar rope, made from natural fibre, would be to-day and they 
certainly represented a good choice. 

The condemnation of the ' openhanded ' knot, more generally 
known as the ' overhand ' or ' guides ' knot, almost universally used 
by guides· in the Alps and recommended as a middleman knot in many 
books, is · not justified, since this knot ·is no weaker than many others 
and has the advantages of simplicity and ease of tying even in the dark 
or with numbed fingers. 

In the report of I 893, tests of ropes are given, breaking at just about 
a ton, for weights of rope just over and just under 5 lb. per IOO lin. ft. 
which worked out at 433 and 438 lh. breaking load per pound weight 
of rope per I oo_ lin. ft. and therefore were somewhat short of British 
Mountaineering Council's standard of soo lb. as referred to later. The 
figures on the relative strength of knots, though based on too few tests, 
are not misleading for so uncertain a subject further it may be stated 
that as a result of many tests it makes no practical difference whether 
knots in rope~, as used for climbing purposes, are tied with or against 
the lay. · . 

It wi11 further be noted that, in both the I864 and the I893 reports, 
the vital and fundamental point of elasticity or stretch of rope at load 
received scant attention. 

In the Report of 193I, which left much to be desired, stretch· of rope 
at load did receive attention and, in the very able comment on this 
Report by S. B. Donkin (A.J. 44· 107), much emphasis was placed 
on the importance of stretch and of recoverable elasticity. The need 
for a Specificat-ion for Climbing Rope was also definitely stated. 

Desiderata in a Climbing Rope. 
The ideal climbing rope would presumably be :-

I. Very light in weight both in the dry state and when wet. 
2. Infinitely strong but 
3. Of very finite elasticity and stretch. 
4· Pliable and flexible ·under all conditions and circumstances. 
5. Of sufficient size for ease of gripping and yet so thin as to be 

readi~y passed behind any flake or' wrinkle.' 
6. Capable of storing indefinitely without deterioration. 
7· Free from kinking, and all other such defects. 
8. Very resistant to wear and particularly to abrasion. 

• 
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9. Proof against the attacks of bugs and bacteria and resistant to 
harmful chemicals ; incombustible and unaffected by con
centrated heat, also highly resistant to the effects of strong 
sunlight and glacier glare. 

IO. Odourless, pleasant to handle, convenient for knotting and 
of good appearance. 

I I. Lastly, when packed, into a rucksack, it should occupy the 
minimum of space. 

It will be noted that it is easy to state the ideals for every character
istic with the exception of elasticity and stretch which would be very 
hard to fix. Ropes of nylon have been made capable of stretching 
100 per cent., but they have not been found suitable for climbing 
purposes and perhaps the ideal of elongation is represented by an 
ultimate stretch of about 40 per cent., attainable in nylon. Further, 
such stretch should be wholly elastic, i.e., recoverable on removal of 
the load, an ideal approachable in nylon. 

D iscu~sing these ideals :-

I. Weight. Suitable natural fibre ropes vary between 2! and 
st lb. per hundred lineal ft., while nylon ropes are' medium ' 
2 ~ and ' full ' 4! lb. weight. When wet, natural fibre ropes 
will increase in weight by some so per cent., and nylon ropes 
by about 2 s per cent. 

2. · Strength. Natural fibre ropes within the weights stated ought 
not to break under loads gently applied of less than I ,zoo lb. : 
for the lightest, increasing to 2,7so lb. or more for the heaviest. 
The two nylon ropes break at 2,ooo and· 3,200 lb. respectively. 

3. Stretch. The stretch at breaking lo.ad of natural fibre ropes 
may be anything between 10 and 16 per cent. dry and some
what more when wet ; nylon ropes as manufactured for 
climbing purposes will stretch nearly so per cent. Ropes 
stretched under a shock load will recover considerably in the 
course of time. 

4. Flexibility. Most natural fibre ropes become hard and 
relatively inflexible when vvet, nylon ropes remain pliable. 

S· Size. Natural fibre ropes measure from ~g-in. to I!-in. in 
circumference in accordance with their weights ; the two 
nylon ropes are of i-in. and I!-in. in circumference res
pectively. 

6. Storage. Properly. stored both natural fibre and nylon ropes 
will show little or no deterioration over periods of years. 

7. Kinking and other defects. Cases are known of both natural 
fibre and nylon ropes kinking due to faulty manufacture ; 
generally it may be stated that natural fibre ropes, particularly 
when new, are more prone to kinking than nylon ropes. 
Kinking, however, may res-qlt from faulty handling. 
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8. Resistance to abrasion. On the authority of American 
figures,1 nylon is more resistant to the effects of abrasion than 
natural fibre. New nylon ropes ' fluff up ' conspicuously 
when first used due to breakage by abrasion of some of the 
outside filaments, but there is little loss of strength and 
greater ease of gripping. 

9· Resistance to bacteria, chemicals, fire and concentrated heat, 
also glare. Natural fibre ropes are prone to attack by bugs 
and bacteria, nylon rope is proof against such attacks. Both 
types of ropes may be destroyed by chemicals. Natural fibre 
ropes will burn, nylon melts under fire. Natural fibre ropes 
are more resistant to concentrated heat than nylon ropes. 
Consequently, when using slings as running belays, in the 
event of a fall, the active rope, thus loaded in passing through 
the sling, tends to generate heat in it concentrated at a spot. 
This would melt through a nylon sling. Itis therefore more 
important to use a snap-link, snapped on to the sling, with the 
active rope passed through the link, in the case of a sling of 
nylon rope than if the sling is of natural fibre rope. The pre
caution should, however, be adopted in any case, as natural 
fibre rope slings can in such circumstances be sawn and burnt 
through. 

Nylon rope also is more susceptible than natural fibre rope 
to deterioration by continued exposure to strong light, but 
facts are hard to state. In any case such results are of no 
great importance with climbing ropes. 

Io. Knotting. Knots in nylon require more care in tying and 
in securing than knots in natural fibre rope. 

I I. Space when packed in a rucksack. This obviously depends 
on the size of the rope. A nylon ' quarter ' having a diameter 
of one-fifth of an inch and a strength of one thousand pounds 
forms a useful spare suitable for abseiling etc. Sixty feet of 
it will weigh little over one-half pound and will occupy the 
minimum of space. 

Research. 

In August I 944 the author submitted a statement to the British 
Mountaineering Council drawing attention to the fact that at that 

• ttme :-
(a) there was no recognised definition of, or specification for, a 

climber's rope ; 
(b) standards of test were lacking; 
(c) manuf~cturers were not informed as to what was wanted ; 
(d) British Standard Specifications for manila rope, etc., were not 

applicable to climber's rope. 
1 Article entitled 'Belaying the Leader,' by Leonard & Wexler, S£erra 

Club Bulletin, Dec. 1946. 
z 

• 
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In this statement also suggestions were made that :
(i) A specification for climbing ropes should be drawn up ; 

(ii) climbing clubs should assist purchasers of rope, when so asked, 
by arranging facilities for test 

and it was further claimed that :-
. 

such arrangements would probably lead to the production of rope 
more suitable for climbing purposes. 

The statement concluded with the assertion that a considerable 
programme of testing would be necessary before it would be possible to 
draw up a useful specification and that a committee should be formed. 

These suggestions were welcomed by B.M.C., and a committee.was 
appointed. 

Early in 1945 the author read up all available rope articles as pub
lished by mountaineer clubs, got into touch with rope manufacturers 
and commenced sending questionnaires to several firms, clubs and 
individuals at home, in the Dominions, in Switzerland, U.S.A., etc. · 
This resulted in far more information being received and interest 
aroused than had been anticipated. 

A large amount of technical help was received by the author from 
several firms but particularly from the Leith establishment of British 
Ropes, Ltd., who carried out gratis scores of tests on rope samples and 
some hundreds of tests on knots as well as dynamic tests and tests of 
snap-links. Free testing of ropes and knots was also carried out by 
Messrs. William l{enyon and Sons, Ltd., of Dukinfield, Cheshire. 

Great assistance too, in rope experience and usage, was received 
from Dr. Wyler of Zurich, Switzerland, and from several of the leading 
climbers in America, amongst whom may be mentioned Mr. Richard 
M. Leonard of San Francisco, Mr. William P. House, and Mr. Kenneth 
A. Henderson. Much valuable help was also received from Mr. W. H. 
Ward and the late Mr. Barford, then honorary secretary of B.M.C. 

Late in 1945 an . Interim Report on climbing ropes was published 
and widely circulated for comment, thus obtaining further information. 
In 1946 a Specification for Natural Fibre Ropes for use in mountain
eering was drawn up in draft form and again widely circulated for 
comment and criticism to many clubs, firms and individuals, etc., in 
England, France, Switzerland, South Africa, East Africa, India, New 
Zealand and particularly in America where so much rope investigation 
had been recently completed in connection with the training of their 
mountain troops. 

As a result the specification that follows was finalised early in 1947 
and published in the first issue of Mountaineering, the official organ of 
the British Mountaineering Council, in June 1947. 

The author would here record his indebtedness to all the individuals 
and firms mentioned above and in particular to Messrs. British Ropes 
Ltd., who carried out so much of the necessary testing and helped with 
technical advice. Also to Messrs. William Kenyan & Sons Ltd., who 
likewise helped so materially with the research testing. 
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B.M.C. SPECIFICATION NO. 1 

NATURAL FIBRE RoPES FOR UsE IN MouNTAINEERING 

I. British Standard Specifications Nos. 43 r and go8. 
Natural fibre ropes manufactured for use in mountaineering 

shall comply in all respects with the provisions contained in 
British Standard Specifications Nos. 43 r and go8, both dated 
November 1946, for Manila and Sisal ropes respectively. 

z. Method of Weighing and of Testing. 
The Unit weight of the rope and its tensile strength shall 

be determined in accordance with the provisions laid down in 
. the Appendices to these two British Standard Specifications. 

3. Fu.rther Requirements. 
Further to the provisions of these two Specifications ropes 

manufactured for use in mountaineering shall comply with 
the following requirements, some of which are more stringent 
than those of B .S .S. and some of which, though contained in 
B.S.S., are here appended for clarity and emphasis. 

4· Weights of Rope. 
The weight of a rope must not exceed 5! lb. per I oo lin ft. 

when weighed under normal dry conditions as defined in 
B.S.S. 

Three vveights of rope would generally be called for, viz. :
' full weight' between 5 and 5~ lb. per roo lin. ft. 
' three quarter ' about 3! lb. , , , 
' half-weight ' , zt lb. , , , 

5. Ultimate Extensions. · 
Ropes load-tested to destruction must extend an amount of 

not less than IZ! per cent. of the length tested before failure 
takes place. 

6. Ultimate Strength. 
Ropes load-tested to destruction must sustain a load of not 

less than soo lb. per pound weight of rope per I oo lin. ft. 
7. Elastic Recovery. 

Ropes load-tested to 125 lb. per pound weight of rope must 
extend an amount of not less than 6± per cent. of the length 
tested, and, immediately on release of the load, the residual 
extension must not exceed 4! per cent. 

8. Construction of Ropes. 
Ropes for these purposes are to be of the ' laid ' type, with 

right-hand lay, containing three strands, each strand having 
a left-hand twist. The degree of twist is to be approximately 
in accordance with Table I. 

• 
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Circumference 
of Rope in 

inches 

TI-lE CLIMBING ROPE DEFINED 

rfABLE I 

Turns per foot 

in Strand in Rope Tolerance 

--- ------- ~------ ~--------- - --·-

I I6 I3 I 
I! I4 II I 
It II IO 3 

4 
It 

• 

8 8 l. 
2 

9· Yarn Size. • 

Yarn size is not to exceed ' I -lea.' 
(Note : I -lea equals 300 yds. per pound). 

IO. Materials. 
Materials usually adopted in the manufacture of ropes for 

these purpose~ have been :-
Manila, Italian Hemp, Flax. 

Materials which manufactured into ropes. might pass these 
tests, but which are not considered suitable include :

Cotton, Coir, Jute, Sisal. 
Note : These lists of material should not be taken as 
exhaustive. 

I I. Binding Ends of Rope. 
The ends of all ropes are to be bound by means of ' palm 

and needle ' whipping . 
I 2. Absorption. 

Absorption of water should not exceed 50 per cent. of the 
dry weight of the rope. 

I 3 . Kinking . 
The rope must be properly laid so as to be in a ' neutral ' 

state with a high degree of resistance to back-turning. 
14. Abrasion. 

The material and fabrication of the rope must be such as 
will secure a great resistance to surface abrasion . 

EXPLANATORY NOTE ON BRITISH STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS 

Nos. 43 I and 908 for Manila and Sisal Ropes respectively. 
These Specifications cover all requirements concerning 

cleansing of the fibres, evenness of spinning and formation of 
the strands, also freedom from joints and defects, etc. Further 
lubrication is prescribed together with emulsion for preserva
tion. 
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Other points covered are those connected with purchase, 
inspection, identification and manufacturers' ~ertificate. 

The Appendices provide for the determination of the weight 
and length of the rope in the condition of the 6-ft. length 
specimen being subjected to a load of 2 per cent. of its specified 
minimum breaking load. The same condition is applied in 
the measurement of its circumference, angle of lay or, in 
accordance with Clause 8 above, its turns per foot. The 
length of the test specimen (six feet) and the limits of time 
(! to 2 minutes) for a gradually-applied load for determining 
the breaking strength are also laid down, together with safe
guards in the event of fracture taking place at or near the grips 
of the testing machine. · 

• 

Note on Nylon. 

• 

In the case of rop,es made of nylon an ultimate extension 
of 35 to 40 per cent~ ·and an ultimate strength of not less than 
750 lb. per pound weight per Ioo linear feet would be expected. 

DISCUSSION OF THE SPECIFICATION 

Clause I. 

Existing British Standards Specifications for Manila and Sisal ropes 
were incorporated so far as possible, for the adoption of existing 
procedure and practice. 

Clause 2 . 

It is important to define the method of determining the unit weight 
of a rope. · Sizes of ropes originally the same, may with use and under 
varying conditions of moisture alter considerably, much more so than 
their weights, and further, it is not easy to determine the circumference 
of rope of the smaller sizes as used in climbing. The weight of a rope 
is a much surer guide of its real volume, £.e. the number and size of 
fibres in it, than is its circumference and is much less variable with age 
and use. 

The time taken in testing rope greatly affects the amount of the 
breaking load as registered in a machine, i.e. its apparent strength. 
As has been proved in research, ropes break by stretch when the 
stretch has reached its limit and this limit is only varied by moisture ; 
a natural fibre rope having a greater apparent stretch when wet than 
when dry. The stretch in a rope is a function of load and time. The 
faster the loading the greater will be the recorded strength. These 
phenomena are illustrated in Fig. I, where it is shown that a rope 
breaks at limiting stretch and that the rate of loading or the time of 
holding a considerable load will very greatly affect the apparent ulti
mate strength of a rope as would be recorded in a testing machine. 
The curve is drawn to represent the behaviour of a good natural fibre 
rope up to B.M.C. standard, weighing not more than 5 lb. per IOo 
lineal ft. The differences in result between quick loading, i.e. quicker 
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than B .S .S. rate, and correspondingly slow loading are typical and not 
actual, likewise the creep effect-with time when considerable loads are 
held. To climbers it is comforting to note that in holding a shock 
load, such as that of a falling climber, ropes will stand tensions above 
those assessed in standard testing. This phenomenon has also been 
proved in research . . 

[For further information the reader is referred to two papers 
of American origin, viz. :-

The Creep Phenomenon in Ropes and Cords, by Lutts and Himmel
farb dated June I 940, published by the American Society for 
T esting Materials; and, Research Paper, R.P. 1679, entitled 
Impact Strength of Nylon and of Sisal Ropes, by Newman and 
Wheeler, dated 1945, and published by the National Bureau of 
Standards, U.S. Department of Commerce.] 

Clause 3· 
Since in B.S.S. Nos. 431 and go8, or in any other previous specifica

tion, no reference was made to either stretch under load or recoverable 
elasticity, both of which are of vital importance in a climbing rope, 
clauses had to be included to cover in particular these essentials. 
Clause 4· 

Weights of climbing ropes are here defined as between zt and st lb. 
per hundred lineal feet. It is to be borne in mind that a saturated 
rope may easily weigh half as much again so that an upper limit is .very 
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essential to the weight of the hundred-foot coil in order that it should 
not become too great a burden for carrying about. 

• • 

Clauses. 

The extensibility of a rope is vital. Most manila ropes will extend 
IS to 16 per cent. when dry, those of Italian hemp somewhat less.; 
therefore, 12! per cent. was fixed, and no rope with a lesser potential 
extension is fit for use in mountaineering. It is to be realised th.at, if 
a falling weight is stopped by a rigidly fixed inextensible material, an 
infinite force is generated. This may be illustrated by suspending a 
ten-foot length of hard drawn steel wire having a tensile strength of 
100 tons per square inch, and an area of one-eighth of a square inch, 
equivalent to that of a climbing rope. If such a wire be rigidly fixed 
at its point of support and a weight of ISO lb. rigidly attached to it, be 
dropped the ten feet, then owing to the minute extension of a wire of 
this type, such a force would be generated as would fracture the wire. 
A nylon rope of equal area, in such circumstances, though possessed 
of nothing approaching the tensile strength qf the wire rope, would 
easily carry such a shock load even if the drop were twice the length 
of the rope. This has been proved in laboratory test. 
Clause 6. 

Generally speaking, the ultimate strength of ropes in proportion to 
their sizes, i.e. weights per 100 lineal feet, is greater for small ropes than 
for large ones, but, within the relatively narrow limits of rope sizes as 
controlled under Clause 4, it is reasonabl~ to insist on dir~ct pro
portionality between weight of rope and ultimate carrying capacity. 
Further, though the figure of soo lb. per pound weight per one hundred 
lineal feet is very high, as compared with the requirements of B.S.S. 
Nos. 43 I and 908 and other specifications examined, it is readily 
attainable md should be insisted on. Many ropes of natural ·fibre 
tested approached or even surpassed 6oo lb. per pound weight per 
hundred lineal feet. 

Clause 7· 
This is a difficult clause and a severe one. Ropes when seriously 

stretched at loads approaching their breaking strengths will not re
cover completely, i.e. will be to some extent permanently lengthened, 
and, bearing in mind the law of limiting stretch, as mentioned above, 
will therefore not have the potential stretch of an unstrained rope. 
These phenomena are · illustrated in Fig. 2. A rope slightly stretched 
will recover to a large extent in the course of time, i.e. some days. 
Obviously, if a rope in sustaining a shock load does not recover, at 
least to a large extent, then, the next time it is similarly shock-loaded, 
i.e. by the same weight falling the same distance as in the first case, 
there will be three results, all adverse relative to the first case of shock 
loading, i.e. 

(a) a greater force will be generated in the rope, which will therefore 
be more liable to fracture. 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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FIG. 2. 

(b) There will be a greater load at the point of support and conse
quently a greater risk of shearing off a rock bollard or other form 
of anchorage or again of imposing a greater strain on the climber 
who is doing the holding. 

(c) There will be a greater jerk on the weight held which may cause 
injury to a climber whose fall is arrested by such a rope. 

Hence it will be apparent that a stretch recovery clause, attainable 
in the best ropes of natural fibre and easy with nylon ropes, should be 
insisted on. 

Clause 8 . 

Ropes of the ' laid ' type are specified. Such ropes can always be 
inspected between the strands by merely local unt:wisting. It is quite 
impossible similarly to inspect a plaited rope without damaging it. 
Ropes should not be allowed to contain grit and other harmful material 
which may cause internal wear and cutting of the fibres in knotting 
and bending. Right-hand lay and three strands are also specified for 
the sake of uniformity. The turns per foot as per Table I are much 
easier to check than are angles of lay. 
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Clause 9· 
It is not desirable to use over-thick yarns. 

Clause IO. 

The best natural fibre ropes are now generally made of manila or of 
Italian hemp. 

Clause I I. 

' Palm and needle ' whipping is more permanent than ordin.ary 
binding. 

Clause I2. 

It is obviously undesirable for a rope to become unduly heavy when 
wet particularly as climbing ropes in use on snowfields are more often 
wet than not. A well-made rope of natural fibre can comply with this 
clause, a nylon rope would not increase in weight by more than 2 5 per 
cent. 

• 

Clause I3. 
There must obviously be some control over ' kinking ' in manu

facture. The user of a rope must also be careful in handling it so as 
not to cause undue twisting of the rope in service, particularly when 
new. 

Clause I4. 
Resistance to abrasion is hard to define quantitatively, many experi

mental tests have been tried, but there is at present no criterion for the 
control of this important quality. 

The Specification concludes with the Explanatory Note on the two 
British Standard Specifications and a Note on Nylon. These do not 
call for any further comment. 

Conclusion. 

The need for a specification for ropes for mountaineering purposes 
has long existed. Had attainable requirements been laid down a 
generation or more ago, it is likely that better ropes would have been 
more widely manufactured for the use of mountaineers equal to, or 
perhaps surpassing, the best then procurable. Further, the mere 
compilation and publication of the desirable qualities to be expected 
of such ropes would have caused mountaineers to be more conscious 
in their attitude to this item of equipment of such primary importance. 
Enhanced knowledge and understanding of the properties of rope, 
would doubtless have brought about improved technique in its use 
and management. Further, until very recently, manufacturers would 
make claims only for the tensile strength of rope that they supplied 
while the equally important qualities of stretch under load and of 
elastic recovery were totally ignored for the simple rea~on that pur
chasers themselves, for lack of appreciation of the importance of such 
qualities, made no such demands. 



• 

THE CLIMBING ROPE DEFINED 

In these days of ' Standard Specifications ' for the control of engin
eering materials, important items of mountaineering equipment should 
be duly tabulated and defined. Climbing ropes, therefore, should no 
longer be marketed which do not comply with some definite and 
appropriate criterion and such criterion should be subject to periodical 
revision in the light of further experience or in the wake of improve
ments in manufactured material. The co-operation too, of suppliers 
and manufacturers should be enlisted. It is believed that manu
facturers generally would be found to be quite in harmony and ready 
to advise on detail an~ to fulfil all reasonable requirements . 

• 

• 

• 
• 
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